OUR SCHOOL VALUES
CONTENT & CONTENT CREATORS

Our school’s Access Copyright licence gives educators and staff members access to millions of published works to inspire and spark classroom learning. Under the terms of the licence, instant permission is granted for both print and digital uses, including adding published material to a learning management system, building course packs and emailing articles or other readings to students.

Using information collected during copying surveys from randomly selected schools as well as other usage data, Access Copyright distributes the royalties paid by schools to the creators and publishers who are most likely to be copied and used in independent schools.

BECAUSE PAYING THE CREATOR MATTERS

UNDER OUR SCHOOL’S LICENCE, YOU CAN:

Copy up to 15% of a published work in Access Copyright's repertoire, or any of the following:

- An entire newspaper article or page;
- An entire short story, play, essay, article or poem from a published work that contains other published works;
- An entire entry from a reference work such as an encyclopedia or dictionary;
- An entire reproduction of an artistic work from a published work that contains other published works;
- One chapter, as long as it isn’t more than 20% of a book; or
- Up to 100% of reproducibles, such as blackline masters.

PLEASE ENSURE:

- Whenever possible, that the source and author, artist or illustrator's name are included on at least one page of the copy;
- That copies are an accurate representation or the source material; and
- That you limit the number of copies to one per student only for his or her personal use and two for the teacher.

PLEASE DO NOT:

- Intentionally split copying portions to exceed the licence limits;
- Distribute copies to those who are neither staff members not students of our school;
- Sell copies or use them for merchandising, advertising or commercial purposes;
- Alter or distort the work;
- Make the work available online other than through a secure network, such as a learning-management system; or
- Circumvent any technological measure attached to the work.

Access Copyright is here to help.
If you have any questions or would like the full terms and conditions of your school’s Access Copyright licence, please call 1-800-893-5777 or email info@accesscopyright.ca.